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KEY=DUCHESS - GIADA JUAREZ
An American Duchess HQN Books At the height of the Roaring Twenties, New York heiress Zoe Giﬀord longs for the freedoms promised by the Jazz Age. Headstrong and brazen, but
bound by her father's will to marry before she can access his fortune, Zoe arranges for a brief marriage to Sebastian Hazelton, whose aristocratic British family sorely needs a
benefactor. Once in England, her foolproof plan to wed, inherit and divorce proves more complicated than Zoe had anticipated. Nigel Hazelton, Duke of Langford and Sebastian's
austere older brother, is disgraced by the arrangement and looks down upon the raucous young American who has taken up residence at crumbling Brideswell Abbey. Still reeling
from the Great War, Nigel is now staging a one-man battle against a rapidly changing worldand the outspoken Zoe represents everything he's ﬁghting against. When circumstances
compel Zoe to marry Nigel rather than Sebastian, she does so for love, he for honor. But with Nigel unwilling to change with the times, Zoe may be forced to choose between her
husband and her dreams. Black Silk Kensington Publishing Corp. Dangerous Seduction Maryanne Hamilton had expected to be shocked, but the wanton orgy she ﬁnds in Mrs. Master's
salon makes her wonder if she has walked into hell. Desperate to escape, she comes upon the master of sin himself--Lord Swansborough. Fascinated by his nakedness, she longs to
touch every inch of his long, hard body. And when he bids her come near, she quickly surrenders to his wicked promises of carnal pleasure and sensual ecstasy. . . Praise for Sharon
Page and her novels. . . "Strong, character-driven romance. . .touching and emotional. . .extremely sensual and erotic." --Romantic Times "How do you have an orgasm without sex?
Read Sin by Sharon Page. . .delicious, delightful, decadent, and dazzling."--Just Erotic Romance Reviews (Gold Star Award) "Sinfully delicious. Sharon Page is a pure pleasure to
read."--Sunny, New York Times bestselling author of Over the Moon (anthology) and Mona Lisa Awakening "Blends history, emotion and hot, hot, hot sex. . .blazing erotica within an
amazing love story." --Kathryn Smith, USA TODAY bestselling author of Night of the Huntress "Scorching love scenes to make you sweat and an intriguing plot to hold it all
together." --New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell The Worthington Wife HQN Books Sharon Page sparkles in this poignant and irresistibly entertaining follow-up to her
breakout novel, An American Duchess Lady Julia Hazelton is the most dazzling among 1920s England's bright young things. But rather than choosing the thrill of wanton adventure
like so many of her contemporaries, Julia shocks society with her bold business aspirations. Determined to usher the cursed Worthington estate into a prosperous, modern new era,
and thus preserve her beloved late ﬁancé's legacy, the willful Julia tackles her wildest, most unexpected adventure in Cal Carstairs, the reluctant new Earl of Worthington. The
unconventional American artist threatens everything Julia seeks to protect while stirring desires she thought had died in the war. For reasons of his own, Cal has designed the
ultimate revenge. Rather than see the estate prosper, he intends to destroy it. But their impulsive marriage—one that secures Julia's plans as well as Cal's secrets—proves that
passion is ambition's greatest rival. Unless Cal ends his quest to satisfy his darkest vendetta, he stands to ruin his Worthington wife and all her glittering dreams. Blood Wicked
Aphrodisia DANGEROUS PLEASURE Vivienne knows the dark secrets of London's desires. She fulﬁlls them, twisting men's lust for her into the power and status of a courtesan. But she
understands little about her own pleasure and the mysteries it commands. Until, that is, she meets Heath, a vampire capable of giving her profound ecstasy - but sworn to let her
taste its release only once . . . Heath's cravings for Vivienne sharpen into sweet torture as he guides her through erotic lessons, watching her abandon herself to ever-higher peaks
of pleasure. As temptation melts away the bonds of his control, how long can either hope to survive? Praise for the Novels of Sharon Page 'Scorching love scenes to make you sweat
and an intriguing plot to hold it all together.' - New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell 'Erotic and suspenseful . . . puts you on a sexual roller coaster and doesn't let you
oﬀ.' - Just Erotic Romance Reviews (Gold Star Award) WARNING! This is a REALLY HOT book. (Sexually Explicit) Hot Silk Kensington Publishing Corp. Absolute Surrender Two years ago,
with her reputation already in jeopardy, Miss Grace Hamilton gave herself to a powerful, compelling stranger in one night of delicious, quivering ecstasy. Wild, bold, and wickedly
sensual, Devlin Sharpe is a highwayman and pirate--a scoundrel whose world is ruled solely by pleasure. And now he has returned to claim Grace again, vowing to make up for the
time they've lost, to take her to the heights of carnal abandon and show her the exquisite bliss of exploring her darkest, most decadent fantasies. . . Praise for Sharon Page and her
novels. . . "Strong, character-driven romance. . .touching and emotional. . .extremely sensual and erotic." --Romantic Times "How do you have an orgasm without sex? Read Sin by
Sharon Page. . .delicious, delightful, decadent, and dazzling." --Just Erotic Romance Reviews (Gold Star Award) "Sinfully delicious. Sharon Page is a pure pleasure to read." --Sunny,
New York Times bestselling author of Over the Moon (anthology) and Mona Lisa Awakening Blood Secret Aphrodisia Games Of Passion Lucy Drake is prepared to do all she must to
save her family, even if that means giving herself as a sexual plaything to the Duke of Greystone. Desperate to keep her ability to shape-shift into dragon form a secret, she willingly
enters an unfamiliar world of carnal ecstasy with the one man who is sworn to destroy all of her kind. . . The Duke of Greystone will do whatever he must to discover the Drake
family secret and uncover the whereabouts of his missing nephew. A vampire highly skilled in the ways of erotic pleasure and adept with games of dark seduction, he will prevail
upon his sexual expertise to ensure Lucy's complete surrender. . . Praise for the Novels of Sharon Page "Wickedly sensual and exquisitely drawn. Historical erotic romance doesn't
get any better than this." --Kate Douglas, author of Wolf Tales "Sinfully delicious. Sharon Page is a pure pleasure to read." --Sunny, New York Times bestselling author WARNING!
THIS IS A REALLY HOT BOOK (Sexually Explicit) Blood Deep Aphrodisia WICKED TEMPATION Going to her lover, Miranda Bond speeds through the night, heedless of danger. Then her
carriage is captured by two daring and mysterious highwaymen - two devastatingly handsome men determined to share her in fantastic games of erotic titillation . . . Miranda's
captors are deadly and dangerous vampires, who have escaped from a hellish prison to seek revenge. She cannot resist as Zayan and Lukos take her to the precipice of surrender for it may be her innocence that brings them all release . . . Praise for the Novels of Sharon Page 'Scorching love scenes to make you sweat and an intriguing plot to hold it all
together.' - New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell 'An erotic and suspenseful tale that...... puts you on a sexual roller coaster and doesn't let you oﬀ.' - Just Erotic
Romance Reviews (Gold Star Award) WARNING! THIS IS A REALLY HOT BOOK (Sexually Explicit) Blood Rose Kensington Books Rare Breed Serena Lark's erotic dreams of vampires are
so vivid, so intense. . .could she be one? Drake Swift and Lord Sommersby, two daring vampire hunters, might know the truth about her past--and her future. The trio searches the
dark streets of London for answers. She cannot say no when Sommersby and Drake introduce her to another existence entirely, one in which only extraordinary sensual pleasure
matters--and Serena opens herself up to compelling desire. . . "Wickedly sensual and exquisitely drawn. Historical erotic romance doesn't get any better than this."--Kate Douglas,
author of Wolf Tales Praise on Blood Red "Sharon Page blends history, emotion and hot, hot, hot sex within an amazing love story."--Kathryn Smith bestselling author of Be Mine
Tonight on Blood Red "Strong, character-driven romance. . .extremely sensual and erotic." --Romantic Times (4 star review) on Sin "Page's story is sensual and sensitive." –Romantic
Times on Wild Nights The Reluctant Duchess A Novel Loveswept USA TODAY BESTSELLER • Perfect for fans of Mary Balogh and Eloisa James, Sharon Cullen’s seductive new historical
romance ignites as a shy country girl and a hotheaded duke surrender to dangerous temptations. Lady Sara Emerson was jolted out of her dull provincial life by her cousin’s murder.
Now that the killer seems to be targeting her, Sara seeks help from the man who was once her cousin’s ﬁancé, Gabriel Ferguson, Duke of Rossmoyne. With his towering frame and
ﬁery personality, Ross cuts an intimidating ﬁgure. Living under his protection, however, has its own hazards—like the sudden urge Sara feels to take their relationship in new,
exquisitely inappropriate directions. Dazzled by the social graces of his betrothed, Ross never noticed her shy, blushing cousin. Looking at Sara now, though, he’s drawn to her
lovely eyes and calm disposition. Funny how a year away from the hustle and bustle of the ton changes a man. But Ross has no intention of allowing a woman to interfere with his
plan to return overseas. He will simply capture the murderer and set sail once again. The problem is, with her beguiling lips and heavenly touch, Sara makes him never want to leave
home—or his bed—again. Look for all of Sharon Cullen’s delightful historical romances: The All the Queen’s Spies series: WED TO A SPY | BOUND TO A SPY The Secrets & Seduction
series: THE NOTORIOUS LADY ANNE | LOVING THE EARL | PLEASING THE PIRATE | HIS SAVING GRACE | SEBASTIAN’S LADY SPY | THE RELUCTANT DUCHESS The Highland Pride series:
SUTHERLAND’S SECRET | MACLEAN’S PASSION | CAMPBELL’S REDEMPTION Praise for The Reluctant Duchess “Riveting . . . The true depth of the characters is revealed through
dialogue that eschews Austen-style witticisms for thoughtful discussion and quiet but determined clashes of will. Intense romance and intriguing mystery make this a tale to be
savored.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Cullen allows the suspense to ebb and ﬂow naturally between ﬁnding clues and hitting dead ends. She wisely uses the downtime to
develop two strong main characters. Ross’s ability to see past Sara’s shy reserve and his admiration for her courage and strength will have readers rooting for the couple’s success.
Highly recommended for historical romance buﬀs who prefer a little mayhem in the mix.”—Library Journal (starred review) “Many readers will enjoy this lively Victorian tale starring
a protective hero and a quietly stubborn heroine.”—Anne Gracie, award-winning author of The Spring Bride “The Reluctant Duchess is a tale replete with sizzling tension and high
stakes, as could only come from the pen of Sharon Cullen.”—Ashlyn Macnamara, author of What a Lady Requires Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt
from another Loveswept title. The Sunne In Splendour A Novel of Richard III St. Martin's Griﬃn The classic, magniﬁcent bestselling novel about Richard III, now in a special thirtieth
anniversary edition with a new preface by the author In this triumphant combination of scholarship and storytelling, Sharon Kay Penman redeems Richard III—viliﬁed as the bitter,
twisted, scheming hunchback who murdered his nephews, the princes in the Tower—from his maligned place in history. Born into the treacherous courts of ﬁfteenth-century
England, in the midst of what history has called The War of the Roses, Richard was raised in the shadow of his charismatic brother, King Edward IV. Loyal to his friends and
passionately in love with the one woman who was denied him, Richard emerges as a gifted man far more sinned against than sinning. With revisions throughout and a new author's
preface discussing the astonishing discovery of Richard's remains ﬁve centuries after his death, Sharon Kay Penman's brilliant classic is more powerful and glorious than ever. Blood
Curse Kensington Publishing Corp. Just One Touch Lady Ophelia Black lives a cursed life. Unable to touch a person without killing them, she has never felt a lover's caress or a tender
kiss. After years of hiding, she ﬁnally escapes only to be kidnapped and held prisoner by the enigmatic Mr. Ravenhunt. . . Is Never Enough Once the Marquis of Ravenhunt, Raven is
now a vampire. With his sister's life in peril unless he can capture Ophelia's mysterious power, he embarks on a course of sensual seduction to achieve his goal. Yet as he enjoys
watching Ophelia slowly succumb to the blissful sensations of carnal pleasure, Raven knows that every time he touches her his own demise grows ever closer. . . Praise for the
Novels of Sharon Page "Scorching love scenes to make you sweat and an intriguing plot to hold it all together." --Hannah Howell, New York Times bestselling author "Wickedly
sensual and exquisitely drawn. Historical erotic romance doesn't get any better than this." --Kate Douglas, author of Wolf Tales "Sinfully delicious." --Sunny, New York Times
bestselling author Sin Kensington Books Venetia Hamilton is no stranger to erotic art--her father's lush paintings are one of society's secret pleasures. But Venetia has never
experienced true desire. Not until she meets Michael Wyndham, the Earl of Trent--a powerful man who holds her future in his hands and awakens her curiosity with one searing kiss.
His expert touch is only the beginning of her carnal education, but something more dangerous than submission may be the price she pays for such unimaginable delight. . . 84,
Charing Cross Road Penguin "Those who have read The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society, a novel comprised of only letters between the characters, will see how much
that best-seller owes 84, Charing Cross Road." -- Medium.com A heartwarming love story about people who love books for readers who love books This funny, poignant, classic love
story unfolds through a series of letters between Helene Hanﬀ, a freelance writer living in New York City, and a used-book dealer in London at 84, Charing Cross Road. Through the
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years, though never meeting and separated both geographically and culturally, they share a charming, sentimental friendship based on their common love for books. Discover the
relationship that has touched the hearts of thousands of readers around the world, and was the basis for a ﬁlm starring Anthony Hopkins and Anne Bancroft. Wild Nights Kensington
Publishing Corp. They come in the night, without warning. With one thing on their mindsmortal ﬂesh. Sexy, sensual, and hungry for pleasure, they are the men who bring out the
animal in every woman. Let them. Camille's Dawn, Kate Douglas A restless, sensual spirit, held captive by one who binds her with both love and hate, Camille yearns for freedom
beyond the earthly plane. Her only hope lies in the supernatural powers of an extraordinary shapeshifter, the unquenchable desire of her one true love, and a magical night of
impossible passion. . . Midnight Man, Sharon Page He's sixfoot four inches of male perfection. Glorious, gorgeous, and blessed with a body and sensuous lips promising wave after
wave of ecstasy, Michael Rourke is a Varkyrethe most damned species of vampire. When he wants a woman, she is his. And the woman he wants is Erin Kennedy, a mortal who does
not yet know the real meaning of pleasure . . . Night Pleasures, Kathleen Dante Alana MacArdry possesses a magical and rare powerand a sizzling sexuality. She's come to Pleasure
Quarter to escape from an evil necromancer, but what she ﬁnds is Colin Sheridan, a former soldier with ﬁre magic. Together they'll succumb to immortal desire . . . and reach
heights they never would have imagined . . . WARNING! This is a REALLY HOT book. (Sexually Explicit) Blood Red Kensington Publishing Corp. Never Been Bitten Althea Yates is a
vampire hunter, skilled with the crossbow and the stake. But she knows nothing of a man's touch--or how to control the unladylike dreams that haunt her sleep. That is when they
come, two men of unearthly beauty who ravish her in sweet carnal games, taking her to the precipice of exquisite desire and unimaginable erotic pleasure. It is scandalous.
Forbidden. Unholy. For her lovers are not men, but vampires--the very beasts she and her father have sworn to destroy. It is only a dream. . .until the elegant carriage arrives at the
inn, drawn by four black horses. Until Yannick de Wynter, Earl of Brookshire, alights, silver-eyed, determined, and hungry for something she cannot name. And suddenly, Althea is
no longer certain whether she has had a dream. . .or a dangerously erotic premonition. . . A Rogue by Any Other Name The First Rule of Scoundrels Harper Collins What a scoundrel
wants, a scoundrel gets. . . A decade ago, the Marquess of Bourne was cast from society with nothing but his title. Now a partner in London's most exclusive gaming hell, the cold,
ruthless Bourne will do whatever it takes to regain his inheritance—including marrying perfect, proper Lady Penelope Marbury. A broken engagement and years of disappointing
courtships have left Penelope with little interest in a quiet, comfortable marriage, and a longing for something more. How lucky that her new husband has access to an unexplored
world of pleasures. Bourne may be a prince of London's illicit underworld, but he vows to keep Penelope untouched by its wickedness—a challenge indeed as the lady discovers her
own desires, and her willingness to wager anything for them . . . .even her heart. Engaged in Sin A Novel Dell Beneath the cover of darkness, passion plays by its own rules. Lovely,
poised Anne Beddington is in a desperate situation: on the run for a crime she didn’t commit. Anne understands the wicked games she must play to survive—she has perfected her
silky voice, practiced her feathery caress—but has she suﬃciently mastered the art of seduction to become the mistress of the notorious Duke of March, Devon Audley? War has left
him a recluse, but Anne is penniless, alone, and needs a powerful gentleman’s protection. Anne has learned how to pleasure a man, yet when this sinfully handsome duke insists
that intimate delights must be a two-way street, Anne cannot deny his sensual promise. Anne’s delicate hands hold a healing touch, but it’s her gentle kindness that opens the
duke’s eyes to the beauty around him and to a family who need him. Still, Anne is a mystery, and Devon intends to spend endless hours uncovering her secrets. When he ﬁnds out
the terrible truth about the devious plot to brand her a villainess and endanger her life, saving Anne becomes his salvation. She has shown Devon how to live and love again. Now he
will prove the power of his passion. When Christ and His Saints Slept A Novel Henry Holt and Company In When Christ and His Saints Slept master storyteller and historian Sharon Kay
Penman illuminates one of the lesser-known but fascinating periods of English history. The next addition in this highly acclaimed historical ﬁction series of the middle ages, and the
ﬁrst of a trilogy that will tell the story of Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine. When Christ and His Saints Slept begins with the death of King Henry I, son of William the Conqueror and
father of Maude, his only living legitimate oﬀspring. The Day of the Duchess Scandal & Scoundrel, Book III HarperCollins The third book in Sarah MacLean's witty and romantic Scandal
& Scoundrel series featuring a ravishing heroine and the man, desperately in love, who now has to make amends. The one woman he will never forget… Malcolm Bevingstoke, Duke
of Haven, has lived the last three years in self-imposed solitude, paying the price for a mistake he can never reverse and a love he lost forever. The dukedom does not wait,
however, and Haven requires an heir, which means he must ﬁnd himself a wife by summer’s end. There is only one problem—he already has one. The one man she will never
forgive… After years in exile, Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, returns to London with a single goal—to reclaim the life she left and ﬁnd happiness, unencumbered by the man who
broke her heart. Haven oﬀers her a deal; Sera can have her freedom, just as soon as she ﬁnds her replacement…which requires her to spend the summer in close quarters with the
husband she does not want, but somehow cannot resist. A love that neither can deny… The duke has a single summer to woo his wife and convince her that, despite their broken
past, he can give her forever, making every day the Day of the Duchess. Deepest Desires of a Wicked Duke Kensington Books SINLESS Ten years ago the Duke of Sinclair called oﬀ his
wedding to Portia after revealing his debauched past and dark carnal desires. Portia has never known love since. Now she is in Sin’s presence again, on a secluded island, witness to
an orgy of sexual delights that thrill her in ways she never dreamed possible . . . SINFUL Sin has never forgotten Portia’s beauty or innocence and he is shocked to ﬁnd her tied to
his bed when he arrives on Serenity Island. But he soon ﬁnds his long ago love curious, then aroused, by the carnal acts all around her. Sin has secrets he can never reveal, but in
Portia he discovers a sensuality that knows no bounds . . . Praise for the novels of Sharon Page “Scorching love scenes to make you sweat and an intriguing plot to hold it all
together.” —Hannah Howell, New York Times bestselling author “Wickedly sensual and exquisitely drawn. Historical erotic romance doesn't get any better than this.” —Kate
Douglas, author of Wolf Tales “Sinfully delicious.” —Sunny, New York Times bestselling author American Duchess A Novel of Consuelo Vanderbilt HarperCollins Before there was
Meghan Markle, there was Consuelo Vanderbilt, the original American Duchess. Perfect for readers of Jennifer Robson and lovers of Downton Abbey. Karen Harper tells the tale of
Consuelo Vanderbilt, her “The Wedding of the Century” to the Duke of Marlborough, and her quest to ﬁnd meaning behind “the glitter and the gold.” On a cold November day in
1895, a carriage approaches St Thomas Episcopal Church on New York City’s Fifth Avenue. Massive crowds surge forward, awaiting their glimpse of heiress Consuelo Vanderbilt. Just
18, the beautiful bride has not only arrived late, but in tears, yet her marriage to the aloof Duke of Marlborough proceeds. Bullied into the wedding by her indomitable mother, Alva,
Consuelo loves another. But a deal was made, trading some of the vast Vanderbilt wealth for a title and prestige, and Consuelo, bred to obey, realizes she must make the best of
things. At Blenheim Palace, Consuelo is confronted with an overwhelming list of duties, including producing an “heir and a spare,” but her relationship with the duke quickly
disintegrates. Consuelo ﬁnds an inner strength, charming everyone from debutantes to diplomats including Winston Churchill, as she ﬁghts for women’s suﬀrage. And when she
takes a scandalous leap, can she hope to attain love at last…? From the dawning of the opulent Gilded Age, to the battles of the Second World War, American Duchess is a riveting
tale of one woman’s quest to attain independence—at any price. American Royals Random House Books for Young Readers New York Times Bestseller What if America had a royal family?
If you can't get enough of Harry and Meghan or Kate and William, meet American princesses Beatrice and Samantha. Crazy Rich Asians meets The Crown. Perfect for fans of Red,
White, and Royal Blue and The Royal We! Two princesses vying for the ultimate crown. Two girls vying for the prince's heart. This is the story of the American royals. When America
won the Revolutionary War, its people oﬀered General George Washington a crown. Two and a half centuries later, the House of Washington still sits on the throne. Like most royal
families, the Washingtons have an heir and a spare. A future monarch and a backup battery. Each child knows exactly what is expected of them. But these aren't just any royals.
They're American. As Princess Beatrice gets closer to becoming America's ﬁrst queen regnant, the duty she has embraced her entire life suddenly feels stiﬂing. Nobody cares about
the spare except when she's breaking the rules, so Princess Samantha doesn't care much about anything, either . . . except the one boy who is distinctly oﬀ-limits to her. And then
there's Samantha's twin, Prince Jeﬀerson. If he'd been born a generation earlier, he would have stood ﬁrst in line for the throne, but the new laws of succession make him third.
Most of America adores their devastatingly handsome prince . . . but two very diﬀerent girls are vying to capture his heart. The duty. The intrigue. The Crown. New York Times
bestselling author Katharine McGee imagines an alternate version of the modern world, one where the glittering age of monarchies has not yet faded--and where love is still
powerful enough to change the course of history. "The lives of the American royal family will hook you in the very ﬁrst pages and never let go. Relatable, believable, fantastical,
aspirational, and completely addictive." --Sara Shepard, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Pretty Little Liars and Perfectionists series A Black Woman Did That Simon and
Schuster A Black Woman Did That! spotlights vibrant, inspiring black women whose accomplishments have changed the world for the better. A Black Woman Did That! is a celebration
of strong, resilient, innovative, and inspiring women of color. Through vibrant illustrations and engaging storytelling, author Malaika Adero spotlights well-known historical ﬁgures
including Ida B. Wells, Madam CJ Walker, Mae Jemison, and Shirley Chisholm, as well as contemporary stars including Kamala Harris, Stacey Abrams, Jesmyn Ward, Ava DuVernay,
and Amy Sherald. Readers will recognize some names in the book, but will also be introduced to many important Black women who have changed history or who are reshaping the
cultural landscape. They’ll learn: *how Barbara Harris became the ﬁrst female bishop of the Episcopal Church *how Misty Copeland became the ﬁrst Black principal dancer of the
American Ballet Theater *how the work and inventions of Dr. Patricia Bath have saved or restored the eyesight of people around the world *how Shirley Chisolm changed the face of
politics in America *how Glory Edim has turned her passion for reading into a thriving online community *and much more! . The American Duchess Guide to 18th Century Beauty 40
Projects for Period-Accurate Hairstyles, Makeup and Accessories Page Street Publishing Master Iconic 18th Century Hair and Makeup Techniques Ever wondered how Marie Antoinette
achieved her sky-high hairstyle or how women in the 1700s created their voluminous frizz hairdos? The American Duchess Guide to 18th Century Beauty answers all your Georgian
beauty questions—and teaches you all you need to know to recreate the styles yourself. Learn how to whip up your own pomatum and hair powder and correctly use them to take
your ’dos to the next level. From there, dive into the world of buckles, hair cushions and papillote papers with historically accurate hairstyles straight from the 1700s. And top all
your hair masterpieces with millinery from the time period, from a French night cap to a silk bonnet to a simple, elegant chiﬀonet. With Lauren and Abby’s step-by-step instructions
and insightful commentary, this must-have guide is sure to ﬁnd a permanent place on the shelves of all 18th century beauty enthusiasts. The Last Protector (James Marwood & Cat
Lovett, Book 4) HarperCollins From the No.1 Sunday Times bestselling author of The Ashes of London comes the next book in the phenomenally successful series following James
Marwood and Cat Lovett. The American Heiress A Novel St. Martin's Press Now including an excerpt from VICTORIA: A Novel, by Daisy Goodwin, the Creator/Writer of the Masterpiece
Presentation on PBS. "Anyone suﬀering Downton Abbey withdrawal symptoms (who isn't?) will ﬁnd an instant tonic in Daisy Goodwin's The American Heiress. The story of Cora Cash,
an American heiress in the 1890s who bags an English duke, this is a deliciously evocative ﬁrst novel that lingers in the mind." --Allison Pearson, New York Times bestselling author
of I Don't Know How She Does It and I Think I Love You Be careful what you wish for. Traveling abroad with her mother at the turn of the twentieth century to seek a titled husband,
beautiful, vivacious Cora Cash, whose family mansion in Newport dwarfs the Vanderbilts', suddenly ﬁnds herself Duchess of Wareham, married to Ivo, the most eligible bachelor in
England. Nothing is quite as it seems, however: Ivo is withdrawn and secretive, and the English social scene is full of traps and betrayals. Money, Cora soon learns, cannot buy
everything, as she must decide what is truly worth the price in her life and her marriage. Witty, moving, and brilliantly entertaining, Cora's story marks the debut of a glorious
storyteller who brings a fresh new spirit to the world of Edith Wharton and Henry James. "For daughters of the new American billionaires of the 19th century, it was the ultimate
deal: marriage to a cash-strapped British Aristocrat in return for a title and social status. But money didn't always buy them happiness." --Daisy Goodwin in The Daily Mail One of
Library Journal's Best Historical Fiction Books of 2011 The Fortune Hunter A Novel St. Martin's Press Empress Elizabeth of Austria, known as Sisi, is the Princess Diana of nineteenthcentury Europe. Famously beautiful, as captured in a portrait with diamond stars in her hair, she is unfulﬁlled in her marriage to the older Emperor Franz Joseph. Sisi has spent
years evading the stiﬂing formality of royal life on her private train or yacht or, whenever she can, on the back of a horse. Captain Bay Middleton is dashing, young, and the ﬁnest
horseman in England. He is also impoverished, with no hope of buying the horse needed to win the Grand National—until he meets Charlotte Baird. A clever, plainspoken heiress
whose money gives her a choice among suitors, Charlotte falls in love with Bay, the ﬁrst man to really notice her, for his vulnerability as well as his glamour. When Sisi joins the
legendary hunt organized by Earl Spencer in England, Bay is asked to guide her on the treacherous course. Their shared passion for riding leads to an infatuation that jeopardizes
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the growing bond between Bay and Charlotte, and threatens all of their futures. The Fortune Hunter, a brilliant new novel by Daisy Goodwin, is a lush, irresistible story of the public
lives and private longings of grand historical ﬁgures. Time and Chance Penguin The sequel to Sharon Kay Penman's acclaimed novel When Christ and His Saints Slept, Time and
Chance recounts the tempestuous marriage of Eleanor of Aquitaine and Henry II in a magniﬁcent story of love, power, ambition, and betrayal. He was nineteen when they married,
she eleven years his senior, newly divorced from the King of France. She was beautiful, headstrong, intelligent, and rich. It was said he was Fortune's favorite, but he said a man
makes his own luck. Within two years, Henry had made his, winning the throne of England and exercising extraordinary statecraft skills to control his unruly barons, expand his own
powers, and restore peace to a land long torn by banditry and bloodshed. Only in one instance did Henry err: Elevating his good friend and conﬁdant Thomas Becket to be
Archbishop of Canterbury, he thought to gain control over the Church itself. But the once worldly Becket suddenly discovered God, and their alliance withered in the heat of his
newfound zeal. What Becket saw as a holy mission-to protect the Church against State encroachments-Henry saw as arrant betrayal, and they were launched inevitably on the road
to murder. Rich in character and color, true to the historical details, sensitive to the complex emotions of these men and women, Time and Chance recreates their story with all the
drama, pain, and passion of the moment. Deeper in Sin Aphrodisia New to the life of a courtesan, Sophie Ashley attracts the attention of the Duke of Caradon at her debut at the
Cyprian Ball and the pair embark on a dynamic and sensual relationship that pushes at each of their personal boundaries. The Club A Novel Dell Enter a world of sin, scandal, and the
most forbidden pleasures. Enter the seductive world of award-winning author Sharon Page, whose new novel will take your breath away with a tantalizing blend of Regency romance
and erotic thrills. It is London’s most secretive gentlemen’s club—a place where no well-bred lady would dare to be seen. But Lady Jane Beaumont has no choice. Her friend Del has
vanished, and Jane must enter into a dangerous charade to ﬁnd her. Now, within the gilded walls of this erotic lair, Jane awaits the lover she has procured for the evening. But the
man who enters her bedchamber is no stranger. He is Del’s brother and London’s most notorious rake—a man on a rescue mission of his own. Christian is intrigued by the innocent
beauty who clearly does not belong in the notorious brothel. And as the two seek out the damning secrets of the club . . . as Christian initiates Jane into the ways of true sensual
pleasure, she knows she has entered the most dangerous place of all—where the price of temptation could be her heart. . . . Bamboo People Charlesbridge Two Burmese boys, one a
Karenni refugee and the other the son of an imprisoned Burmese doctor, meet in the jungle and in order to survive they must learn to trust each other. Deeply in You Kensington
Books To save her brother from debtor's prison, Helena Winsome begins spying on the seductive Duke of Greybrooke, but soon she ﬁnds herself overwhelmed by his scandalous
promise to make her his lover. Brothers and Wives Inside the Private Lives of William, Kate, Harry, and Meghan Simon and Schuster Featuring unreported details and stunning
revelations, the long-awaited follow-up to the “fabulous, addictive” (Chicago Sun-Times) New York Times bestseller Diana’s Boys explores the last twenty years in the lives of
Princes William and Harry and the evolution of their relationship as adults, with one brother the designated heir, and the other doomed to life as the spare—perfect for fans of
Netﬂix’s The Crown. Diana’s Boys revealed the powerful bond between the teenaged princes, and how it strengthened even more in the wake of their mother’s tragic death. Now,
twenty years later, Queen Elizabeth II is in her mid-nineties, Prince Charles is in his seventies, and all eyes are turned increasingly toward William and Harry again. Christopher
Andersen picks up where he left oﬀ, covering everything that has happened to the brothers as they have grown up, gotten married to two remarkable women, and had children—all
while facing continual waves of controversy and questions about the ways their relationship has shifted. Andersen examines how the Queen’s behind-the-scenes maneuvering to
mold her grandsons in the Windsor image after Diana’s death, and her expectations of William as the future king, played out. He questions whether the brothers’ famously close
relationship can survive Harry’s departure from the Royal Family—the ﬁrst time this has happened since their great-great-uncle King Edward abdicated the throne to marry a
divorcée. He delves into the impact sisters-in-law Kate and Meghan have had on each other as well as on their princes, and how marriage and fatherhood have changed the brothers
and, in some ways, also driven a wedge between them. Andersen also looks with an honest eye at how the princes and their wives have been continuously buﬀeted by
scandal—including headline-making allegations of bullying, racism, betrayal, and emotional abuse that has pushed more than one royal to the brink of self-destruction. Based on indepth research and with his “fascinating and insightful” (The Christian Science Monitor) writing, Andersen leaves no stone unturned in this intimate and riveting look into the
private lives of the world’s most famous princes. The First Time I Saw You Headline Review From the author of The Songs of Us (shortlisted for the RNA Contemporary Novel Award)
comes a love story that will 'break your heart, but put it back together again' (Katie Fforde). Fans of Jojo Moyes and Lucy Dillon will love The First Time I Saw You by Emma Cooper.
Lost: Six-foot-two Irish man who answers to the name Samuel McLaughlin. Has weak shins and enjoys show tunes. If found, please return to Sophie Williams. Before Sophie met
Samuel she saw the world in grey. Before Samuel met Sophie, he never believed in love at ﬁrst sight. When they ﬁrst meet, something tells them they are meant to be. But fate has
other ideas. Now they have lost each other and can't see a way back. But they've already changed each other's lives in more ways than they ever expected... Evette The River and
Me American Girl Publishing Incorporated In Washington, DC, seventh grader Evette learns the rift in her family was caused by racism and organizes a river cleanup where she invites her
friends and family, including both of her grandmothers, hoping they can make amends. The Rogue Not Taken Scandal & Scoundrel, Book I HarperCollins Lady Sophie’s Society Splash
When Sophie, the least interesting of the Talbot sisters, lands her philandering brother-in-law backside-ﬁrst in a goldﬁsh pond in front of all society, she becomes the target of very
public aristocratic scorn. Her only choice is to ﬂee London, vowing to start a new life far from the aristocracy. Unfortunately, the carriage in which she stows away isn’t saving her
from ruin . . . it’s ﬁlled with it. Rogue’s Reign of Ravishment! Kingscote, “King,” the Marquess of Eversley, has never met a woman he couldn’t charm, resulting in a reputation far
worse than the truth, a general sense that he’s more pretty face than proper gentleman, and an irate summons home to the Scottish border. When King discovers stowaway Sophie,
however, the journey becomes anything but boring. War? Or More? He thinks she’s trying to trick him into marriage. She wouldn’t have him if he were the last man on earth. But
carriages bring close quarters, dark secrets, and unbearable temptation, making opposites altogether too attractive . . . Fitting & Proper 18th Century Clothing from the Collection of
the Chester County Historical Society Scurlock Publishing Company, Incorporated Blood Secret Harper Collins The minute she had opened the trunk, she knew there wasn't anything like
hope in it. Just awful musty things, but each one with a kind of terrible dark halo around it. She picked up that piece of old lace. She saw that stain -- pale, brownish in color. She
knew it was blood. Somebody's blood. There was violence in that trunk, and dark secrets, and she did not want to know them. Curious about the old homestead where she now lives,
Jerry ﬁnds an ancient trunk in the basement that contains, among other things, an old piece of bloodstained lace, some letters, and a battered doll. The objects in the trunk have
stories to tell -- stories about the Spanish Inquisition spanning nearly ﬁve hundred years and stories of secrets locked deep in the bloodlines of Jerry's ancestors. Kathryn Lasky's
powerhouse novel is a dramatic historical saga that brings the reader face-to-face with some of the worst atrocities ever committed against humankind in the name of God. But
above all, it is an unforgettable coming-of-age story about a girl who, in connecting with her own past and faith, is at last able to face her own demons and liberate not only herself
but also future generations of her family from the long chain of suﬀering and silence. Chosen Fool (Forever Evermore, #5) HarperCollins Australia The second saga in the Forever
Evermore series continues with Chosen Fool, where deception runs deep and Caro's transitioning life turns even more deadly... Caroline Jules has received news of a lifetime. She's
going to be Queen to 'her' people. Instead of running, as any sane criminal would, she faces the mêlée with all the wits and savvy that her diﬃcult life has honed. With her best
friend, Sin, at her side, Caro pushes past the animosity her power inevitably brings, and prepares to rewrite her future. Until the night Sin leaves, and she is alone. Now, Caro must
face the Royal world and all its intrigues and intricacies by herself. People aren't always as they appear–and danger lurks behind even the most pleasant face. When a threat not
even the Elders can handle puts her new tribe in danger, Caro takes matters into her own hands. Armed with the power of the mysterious spirit Elementals, Caro's determined to
eliminate the evil ransacking the Mysticals. All she needs is time. But time waits for no fool…and time isn't as straightforward as it seems. A Gentleman in Moscow A Novel Penguin
The mega-bestseller with more than 2 million readers, soon to be a Showtime/Paramount series starring Ewan McGregor as Count Alexander Rostov From the #1 New York Timesbestselling author of The Lincoln Highway and Rules of Civility, a beautifully transporting novel about a man who is ordered to spend the rest of his life inside a luxury hotel In 1922,
Count Alexander Rostov is deemed an unrepentant aristocrat by a Bolshevik tribunal, and is sentenced to house arrest in the Metropol, a grand hotel across the street from the
Kremlin. Rostov, an indomitable man of erudition and wit, has never worked a day in his life, and must now live in an attic room while some of the most tumultuous decades in
Russian history are unfolding outside the hotel’s doors. Unexpectedly, his reduced circumstances provide him entry into a much larger world of emotional discovery. Brimming with
humor, a glittering cast of characters, and one beautifully rendered scene after another, this singular novel casts a spell as it relates the count’s endeavor to gain a deeper
understanding of what it means to be a man of purpose.
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